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As one of the foremost painters in the Arab world, Safwan Dahoul has repeatedly
demonstrated how contemporary modes of figuration can describe the psychic.Founded in ,
Ayyam Gallery is a leading arts organisation, managing the careers of a diverse roster of
established and emerging artists from the Middle.Find the latest shows, biography, and
artworks for sale by Safwan Dahoul.View Safwan Dahoul's artworks on artnet. Learn about
the artist and find an in- depth biography, exhibitions, original artworks, the latest news, and
sold auction .Safwan Dahoul's Dream 61, like all his paintings, has "a lot of sadness," the artist
says, "but at the same time I'm always seeking joy in my life".Almost a Dream, the latest solo
show from the Syrian artist Safwan Dahoul, opens in Dubai this week. We visit his studio in
Dubai before the.Safwan Dahoul exhibits his work for the first time in the UK at Ayyam
Gallery. Repetitive Dreams includes the first series of paintings Dahoul.Over the past three
decades Syrian artist Safwan Dahoul has narrated his experiences, feelings and thoughts
through his “Dream” series.Safwan Dahoul (b. , Hama, Syria) studied in Damascus, before
moving to Belgium for a doctoral degree. He then returned to Syria and.As one of the foremost
painters in the Arab world, Syrian artist Safwan Dahoul has repeatedly demonstrated how
contemporary modes of.Vogue Arabia previews artist Safwan Dahoul's “Miniatures”
exhibition ahead of its official launch at Ayyam Gallery in Al Serkal Avenue, Dubai.Explore
Alejandro Balbontin Pozo's board "Safwan dahoul" on Pinterest. See more ideas about
Artists, Painter artist and Syria.Safwan Dahoul biography and art for sale. Buy art at exclusive
members only pricing at the leading online contemporary art marketplace.Safwan Dahoul's
recent paintings indicate several new developments in his ongoing Dream series, the
influential body of work that has distinguished his career.Learn more about Safwan, Dahoul
(Syrian, ). Read the artist bio and gain a deeper understanding with MutualArt's artist
profile.Safwan Dahoul Online. Check Safwan Dahoul Biography, Art and Analysis of work
Online at thejosiebaggleycompany.comThrough love, loss and war, Safwan Dahoul never
stopped painting his dreams. As Ayyam Gallery Dubai (DIFC) shows new works from
the.Attention-grabbing Syrian artist Safwan Dahoul exhibits in Dubai.Syrian painter Safwan
Dahoul presents his first solo exhibition in London at Ayyam Gallery. One of the most
renowned Arab artists working.As one of the most prominent Arab artists working today,
Safwan Dahoul will exhibit paintings created since his hugely successful debut.Safwan
Dahoul. Country: Syria · Artwork by Safwan Dahoul · Untitled · Safwan Dahoul · Syria.
Related artists by country. Diana Al Hadid · Asaad Arabi · Marwan .Highlighting a new body
of work by the seminal artist, Miniatures offers a look into Dahoul's ongoing investigation of
the principles of painting.
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